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We’re all aware of the constant evolution in the
motorcycle industry, be that amongst
manufacturers and custom workshops. We’re also
aware of changing styles and influences and since
TV and media ‘got interested’ in bike builders,
there has been a whole host of incarnations…
some subtle, some exaggerated and practically
unrideable (no matter what the TV show is telling
us) some garish and some…well just bloody
ridiculous.
I would watch these programs and find myself
constantly tutting away. Not necessarily for any
engineering frailties but for a resulting creation
which just wasn’t my thing. The more we saw
these shows…the more people started to think the
same.
However through the murky waters there
occasionally shone a bright spark and one that
immediately grabbed my attention was none other
than the gleaming excalibur that is Roland Sands.
You see, this ex AMA racer working in the family
business at Performance Machine in the US was
thinking differently, designing from a new set of
influences and producing bikes that were new
style and retro cool with a big nod towards
performance enhancements.

The bike building business is a tough one to crack
and more so to have successful longevity…as so
many have discovered over recent years.

Now over a decade later, this once maverick bike
builder is now sitting pretty on top of Roland
Sands Designs and part of the larger Performance
Machine.

Many notable names soared to dizzy heights with
fame, fortune & notoriety but as the winds of
change ushered their way across the custom
motorcycle world…many found difficulties,
many disappeared and never recovered.

“Roland and his design team control the creative
and conceptual side of the product line while
Performance Machine is responsible for
engineering, testing, manufacturing, distribution,
and warranty for all motorcycle accessories”

Since 2005, Roland Sands Design has continued
to grow and has become a household name in
biking circles & I wanted to know a little more
about his thoughts on the business, bike designs
and what the future holds.
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So…I put in the call and although very busy on the Given your racing history, do you think you could
road attending shows and working on other
achieve more in producing parts for street, sports
projects, Roland was gracious enough to answer.
bikes rather than the general custom parts?
This is what I said…This is how he answered:
Is there a latest build project that you can tell us
about, what is it and how long does each build
take to do on average?
“Every build is different. We do everything from
bolt on bikes to complete hand built racers
including frames and bodywork from design to
running up Pikes Peak. Sometimes we even get to
race them which is a big bonus”
What type of build do you prefer. A customcruiser-Vtwin or a Sports bike?
“I prefer a blend of the two. Modern Sport bikes,
while incredible don’t leave a lot to the
imagination as they are so designed. Vtwin
cruisers are such a compromise performance wise
it’s hard to love them from a performance stand
point. So I try to do a little blending of both to get
a hybrid”

“V twin customers tend to spend the money on
their bikes so that’s where we concentrate. They
change sport bikes so rapidly it’s incredibly hard to
keep up and stay relevant. Sport bike riders also
don’t spend a lot of money on custom parts. That’s
what we’ve found”
Obviously you’ve built lots of bikes and now
producing a wide array of parts…but if there was
one holy grail bike that you’d like to build what
would it be?
“We’re building a Superleggera right now. That’s a
good one for sure to try to lighten it up further
and give it a vintage feel. Not easy, but it’s going to
be a very raw final result that’s true to what the
Superleggera is about”
Considering the parts that you do produce, what
does the future hold? What kinds of parts are you
moving into?
“More high performance parts are what we’re
aiming for”
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New technology from major manufacturers is
moving at an increased rate especially with new
materials etc. E.G. Carbon Fibre structural parts/
frames etc.
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We probably all have a bike for our every mood,
but could you give me a top 5 or 10 manufactured
bikes that you love?

“Currently.
“Yes it is. Bikes are getting really good. Especially My HD Dyna Glide custom
on the electronics front. With today’s electronics a BMW S1000RR Super Bike.
rookie can jump on a new superbike and have a
BMW 9t Superbike with all Ohlins we just built
great time at the racetrack. That was not true 5
HD Sportster, cause it’s really easy to make your
years ago. It used to be suicidal”
own
1954 HD Servicar turned flat track racer I ride all
What do you think the future of customising will
the time
be?
BMW GS 1200. Ride to NY and back no worries.
Honda CRF 450 desert racer”
“For us, refined high-performance bikes with a
classic and timeless aesthetic. A continued blend
Out of these bikes, do you think they should be
of cultures and ideas in motion”
customised or do you think they should be kept as
standard and love them for what they are?
Will the home builder be able to keep up?
“I customise everything and I consider
“The home builder will always be part of what
performance enhancements customising. But you
motorcycling and custom is all about. It all starts
really don’t need to touch the S1000RR or the GS”
in the garage. If keeping up is part of your business
plan, you’re probably not a home builder. So I
think that goes against the idea of building at
home on your own time. I’m inspired by garage
builders all the time”
Where will Roland Sands as a company be in this
equation?
“I hope RSD can help make building a custom bike
more obtainable and done with less effort for
anybody who’s willing to get their hands dirty. On
the HD front we’ve done that many times. We’ll
push to keep doing that”
How closely do you monitor new manufacturer
technology and does it influence how you work on
your bikes and products?
“It’s a constant conversation. Since we work with
a lot of OEM’s we get to see a lot of cool stuff.
Applying our design to what the OEM’s have done
is a big part of our Business moving forward”
What is more important to you? : Aesthetic
enhancement or power/performance
improvement…or both?
“Both. Equal. Of course if it looks like shit
nobody’s buying it”
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As you reflect on your career thus far, what would
be the highlight and low point. Was there ever a
master plan…did you ever envisage yourself being Final questions…
in the position you are now?
Considering the vast array of custom styles out
there…What is your least favourite and what is
“Big questions. I’ve had a lot of highlights and
moments where I understood we had a really cool your favourite style?
business and I was in a good position doing things
“My least favourite style would have to be the bolt
I’d always wanted to do. I always knew I saw
on Chopper custom fad of the OCC variety. I don’t
things very different from other people, but no I
didn’t know it would get me where I’m at today. I like overpriced clown bikes that are horrible to
don’t dwell on the low points, but try to use them ride.
My favourite style right now is flat trackers. We’re
as motivation to not fuck up in the future”
deep in it”
What’s next for you and the company…products,
If there was a style that you’d like to explore but
bikes?
haven’t as yet…what would it be?
“More of the same. It’s been a frantic, extremely
“Vintage Superbike. Just touching on it”
productive year this far. I had a baby which is
amazing and very eye opening. My priorities are
Is there a future style of customisation that you
changing that’s for sure”
can see yourself moving towards…would it be
more sports or cruiser based?
If there was a direction you’d like to move into…
what would it be?
“Racers. I can’t get away from that. But as I get
“Baby products. They make way more babies than older I’d like to find a groove in the touring market
that’s uniquely RSD for true riders”
motorcycles”
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I love the candour & humour of Roland and for
sure his driving passion to produce something
different from the norm…that’s what made his
designs so appealing all those years ago.
The way he uses his racing influences to improve
performance but also generate a street cool style
for any bike has enabled him to leap ahead of the
curve…not only in terms of design with a slick
retro feel but also with performance enhanced
function.
Together with the might of Performance Machine,
Roland Sands Design is “A lifestyle brand of
motorcycle parts designed for the Art of Function”
This ‘hybrid’ bridge which he may have conceived
but certainly perpetuated is certainly the way
forward and we can’t wait to see what the
evolution of RSD will be.
Big thanks to Roland for engaging with us and take
time out to answer our probes..and a big thanks to
Joe and the rest of the team at RSD for helping us
out too.
All we can do here is give you our premier
accolade and wish you continued success…
WE SALUTE YOU!
More info at www.rolandsands.com

